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I’m very grateful to all who accompanied and guided me on my path to where I am
now! In 2003, I found myself, more or less by coincidence, working as MSc student
on Montagu’s harriers. Together with fellow-student Marlien de Voogd, undisturbed
by her Monday-morning-and-the-roof-of-your-car-is-leaking mood, we were enjoying
much fun. Erik Visser taught me a lot about Montagu’s harrier fieldwork, especially
how to be patient when waiting for action near harrier nests, and how to handle
little Kestrels and Monties. Ben Koks revealed the bigger picture of Montagu’s
harrier as flagship species of farmland biodiversity, and the idea of agri-environ-
mental schemes.

One day on the dyke, Ben asked me whether I would be interested in doing a
PhD-project on this subject. I could not have been happier; but it was still a long
way before that dream could be realised. I want to thank Ben first: He believed in
my capacities and guided and strengthened me in many situations. He was and is
the source of inspiration, ideas, concepts, funding, data - the project! I learned a lot
of Ben and his never-resting mind and feel deeply honoured that he provided me
with this opportunity. We have together survived many adventures, and lived
through scary, silly, funny, interesting and enjoyable situations: Shaking hands near
the Nigerien-Nigerian border, driving in military convoy near the Moroccan-
Algerian border, talking to farmers, professors, choryfees, nomads and even magi-
cians, on three continents. Thanks Ben for suffering my critical view of this world
and putting your unlimited optimism against it! What I appreciate most is that I’m
not standing alone now this little book is finished, and I hope we bring more projects
to a good and fruitful end together.

The late Rudi Drent, by that time retired as professor at the Animal Ecology
Group, has kindly supported me, being my shadow-mentor during the first years of
my PhD-project. Within a sea of uninspiring circumstances and critics raising their
voices, Rudi was a lighthouse showing the way. I am grateful that he put endless
confidence in my and our success, and I still miss him.

I am very grateful to Jan Komdeur and Cor Dijkstra for giving the start sign of
my PhD-project on a sunny day in Finsterwolde in 2005. Thanks for adopting this
non-mainstream project! When I was shattered or running out of time, Jan would
find a solution and always made things work. The trust Franz Bairlein and Michael
Exo put in me and in our project made it possible that I started off and went on to
bring it to a good end. Visits to Wilhelmshaven were always inspiring and construc-
tive. Michael gave me many times a helping hand, reminded me of deadlines and
made a real text out of my miserable German, which was not only useful but also
very comforting! I am glad that co-operations with my former PhD-supervisors
continue on new projects.

Many thanks to Thomas Alerstam, Raymond Klaassen, Roine Strandberg, Beatriz
Arroyo, Vincent Bretagnolle, and the late Roger Clarke who were willing to share
their knowledge, skills and wisdom! I am happy to have found in Rob Bijlsma a
person that is, concerning raptors, not only an endless source of literature references
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but also always right (yes!). Thanks to Rob for his constructive criticism and impor-
tant contributions to box A, C and chapter 8. Thanks to Wim Mullié, Kees van
Scharenburg, Marien de Bakker and David Douglas for their inspiring and helpful
co-operation! Thanks to István Szentirmai for making the result from our joint work
convincing. Abdoulaye Harouna, Joost Brouwer, Sama Gagaré, Kailou Moussa, Hous-
seini Issaka, Rob Bijlsma, Eddy Wymenga, Leo Bruinzeel, Leen Smits and Younoussa
Issa have helped us start up our Sahel work. Thanks to Leo Zwarts for advice
concerning the Sahel work and his contribution to chapter 8. I thank Marion
Gschweng who showed us how to deploy satellite tags. Thanks to my colleague
harrier-PhDs Julien Terraube and Ruben Limiñana for being open for co-operation
and exchange. Thanks to Brecht Verhelst and his team for organising the Batumi
(Georgia) autumn migration raptor count 2008, which delivered the inspiration and
part of the data for box C. Thanks to Leo Bruinzeel, Martijn van der Pol and Raul
Primicerio who taught me much during my biology study that was of great use later
during my PhD project. Thanks to Berber de Jong, Esther Bouma and Janske van
den Crommenakker for editing the Dutch texts! Thanks to Hans Hut, Harold van der
Meer, Theo van Kooten and Ben Koks for the photographs, and thanks to Dick Visser
for the layout and drawing the figures!

Thanks to the past and present board members and colleagues of the Dutch
Montagu’s Harrier Foundation. Thanks to Jorna Arisz for the help with GIS and the
work and good times we shared. Thanks for the good times to all our students, espe-
cially Martijn Perk. Hilbrand Schoonveld, Cathryn Wiekens and Jelle and Anneke
Dijkstra are the ones that taught me about Monties and Monty volunteers in the
good old times. After having survived a week with Hans Hut in the Nigerien bush,
and living through the Belarusian and Dutch swamps, I have learned to appreciate
his good heart! Thanks to Dmitri Vintchevski, Dominik Krupiński, Lars Maltha
Rasmussen, Henning Heldbjerg, Michael Clausen, Iben Hove Sørensen, Hubertus
Illner, Jochen Ropers and Jean-Luc Bourrioux for their co-operation across Europe.
Thanks to Luit Heikens and the B.V. Oldambt for their friendly co-operation! Thanks
to the farmers for their warm welcome, especially Willem and Titia Schillhorn van
Veen, Cors and Wilma Onnes, Geuko and Aagtje ten Have, Remco van Wieringen,
Rolf-Peter Löblein, Fokko de Boer and Bernard Leemhuis (“Duutsers bin ook
mensen”). Thanks to the colleagues at the Biological Centre in Haren for nice coffee
breaks, lunch hours, lunch meetings, pingpong, borrels and parties! Thanks to
Joyce, a secretary who always finds a solution. Thanks also to Wolter and the
canteen people for spreading their positive moods. Thanks to those colleagues far
away that made conferences enjoyable and stayed in touch.

I would especially like to thank my parents Christa and Gerd who were
supporting me all along, with finances, a listening ear and open hearts. Thanks for
your love, for understanding me, sharing my life and letting me go my own way,
with your blessings! Thanks to my sister Annette and her family - Carsten, Nico and
Lina - for their interest in my project and their support during the last years! Christa
and Annette were the ones who awakened my interest for birds and biology… 
Last but not least I would like to thank the friends that accompanied me during
these years. Ralf, Han, Thijs, Mark, Astrid, Robert, Jan, Rina, Mac, Maria, Nils and
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those I don’t mention here, thanks for the good times we shared! Ralf thanks for
saving me by typing all my references last-minute! Jeroen, thanks for the support, I
know it hasn’t been easy. Dear Esther and Ilse, it’s great to know you are there and
happy to share moments of sadness and joy! Esther, thank you for your helping hand
when I most needed it, I couldn’t have done it without you. Thanks Arne for your
support during the thesis preparation and the proof-reading. Being with you made
me believe in the future again!


